For radar aeroecology studies, the identification of the type of scatterer is critically important. Here, we used a random forest (RF) algorithm to develop a variety of scatterer classification models based on the backscatter values in radar resolution volumes of six radar variables (reflectivity, radial velocity, spectrum width, differential reflectivity, correlation coefficient, and differential phase) from seven types of biological scatterers and one type of meteorological scatterer (rain). Models that discriminated among fewer classes and/or aggregated similar types into more inclusive classes classified with greater accuracy and higher probability. Bioscatterers that shared similarities in phenotype tended to misclassify against one another more frequently than against more dissimilar types, with the greatest degree of misclassification occurring among vertebrates. Polarimetric variables proved critical to classification performance and individual polarimetric variables played central roles in the discrimination of specific scatterers. Not surprisingly, purposely overfit RF models (in one case study) were our highest performing. Such models have a role to play in situations where the inclusion of natural history can play an outsized role in model performance. In the future, bioscatter classification will become more nuanced, pushing machine-learning model development to increasingly rely on independent validation of scatterer types and more precise knowledge of the physical and behavioral properties of the scatterer.
Introduction
The distribution of weather surveillance radars throughout the world has been mapped by Saltikoff et al. [1] , and these radars are being used increasingly as sensors for aeroecology research [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . An important task of this research is the separation of returned radar signals from biological, meteorological, and other sources (e.g., ground and sea clutter, smoke, chaff), and considerable effort by meteorologists and radar biologists has been devoted to identifying backscatter from biological sources in radar data. Meteorologists are interested because migrating birds can bias radar-derived wind measurements [7] [8] [9] [10] and biological scatterers can contribute to erroneous accumulated precipitation products [11, 12] , and biologists want to make certain that the backscatter is from biological scatterers and not from precipitation or other non-biological sources [13] [14] [15] [16] that could produce erroneous measures of biological activity in the atmosphere. Once the task of separating biological scatterers from non-biological scatterers is accomplished, the discrimination of different biological taxa is the next crucial step for maximizing the usefulness of weather radar for basic and applied biological research [17, 18] .
Materials and Methods
To achieve the objectives outlined above, we collected instances of identified biological scatterers that were posted on the Internet or documented in publications, retrieved the appropriate Level II data files from Amazon Web Services (AWS), and sampled the resolution volumes that contained returns from the scatterer type. The resolution volumes provided the base data for building training/test data sets and the development of the classification models generated by the ML algorithm.
Sources of Identified Scatterer Type
The bioscatter types considered for this project included swarming insects (SWRM), diurnal insect exhibiting linear movement (ISCT), waterfowl and cranes (WRFL), trans-gulf migrants (TGMI), purple martins (PUMA), free-tailed bats (FTBA), eared grebes (EAGR), and precipitation (PRCP) ( Figure A1 ). To our knowledge, the precipitation class was comprised entirely of rain and was included because it represents a common confounding scatterer type and served as a contrasting out-group with known radar properties. The sources of validated types of biological scatterers came from (1) a combination of scientific literature and media reports of biological events, (2) knowledge of animal natural history in confirming radar sweeps characterized by a given type, and (3) re-evaluating and subsampling candidate sweeps to avoid inclusion of non-focal types. We obtained some information on validated types of biological scatterers through internet searches and events documented in published studies. Websites were used to identify the date, time, and location of a scatterer type (e.g., Table A1 ), and this information was used to download associated archived Level II WSR-88D data files for that event (e.g., emergence of midges at Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin; mayflies along the Mississippi River near La Crosse, Wisconsin and western portions of Lake Erie; sandhill crane (Antigone canadensis) movements along the Platte River in Nebraska). We also gathered samples of bioscatterers based on natural history documented in prior studies: waterfowl movements from known source areas [46] [47] [48] , exodus of Mexican free-tailed bats from their daytime roosts in Texas [49, 50] , the departure of purple martins from overnight roost sites in the eastern and central United States [51] [52] [53] , arriving migrant birds on the northern coast of the Gulf of Mexico [54] [55] [56] , and departure of eared grebes in early winter from the Great Salt Lake [57] [58] [59] [60] . In addition to samples of swarming mayflies and midges, samples of broad-scale, linear movements of insects were obtained from eleven WSR-88D stations co-located with radiosonde stations between the dates of 18 and 29 June during 2013-2017. Regional composite reflectivity images for the Northern and Southern Plains were examined at http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/ to locate patterns of non-precipitation reflectivity surrounding a radar/radiosonde site near 00:00 UTC. If the speed and direction of the scatterers closely matched those of the wind at the same altitudes, the associated WSR-88D data were retained as examples of linear insect movements.
Base Training and Test Dataset
Resolution volumes of each type of validated scatterer were collected using the NOAA Weather and Climate Toolkit (v4.0.6) from the AWS archive of WSR-88D data. Selection of data regions to include in analysis was primarily based on interpretation and distribution of radar reflectivity data, although these selections were also informed by other radar variables. Different types of biological scatterers frequently mix within resolution volumes. To the extent possible, we avoided including possible mixtures of scatters in the same sample resolution volume. The presence of non-focal resolution volumes in sweeps or uncertainty about identification prevented use of the entire sweep as training/test data. Half-degree elevation sweeps dominated or otherwise characterized by a focal type were identified. Selected regions within sweeps were delimited by hand to ensure inclusion of only those volumes dominated by the focal type. These data were then extracted and labeled using ArcGIS (v10.3.1) for use in training and testing RF models. This second, more thorough examination of the data served as a double-check of the identification of prospective training data and avoided or considerably reduced inclusion of ground clutter, regions dominated by non-standard refraction, regions dominated by non-focal scatterers, and other areas where suspected mixing of scatterers yielded uncertainty about their identity. The link to the data samples used in our analysis can be found in Supplementary Materials.
Training and classification included only resolution volumes with values available for all six radar variables. We unwrapped and normalized total differential phase values. Those data characterized by excessive velocity aliasing (i.e., more than a few scattered wrapped samples) were removed from consideration. To differing degrees, values of all radar parameters vary with aspect of the biological scatterers relative to the position of the radar within a radar sweep [18, 36] . Bias in the distribution of bioscatterer aspects could lead to RF models becoming overfitted toward over-represented aspects. To ensure relatively equal representation of aspects for a given scatterer (all but grebes, a special case described below), resolution volumes for each scatterer type were subsampled according to their distribution of aspects. Histograms of the values of the six radar variables for the seven types of scatterer (Eared Grebes excluded) can be found in Figure 1 . yielded uncertainty about their identity. The link to the data samples used in our analysis can be found in Supplementary Materials. Training and classification included only resolution volumes with values available for all six radar variables. We unwrapped and normalized total differential phase values. Those data characterized by excessive velocity aliasing (i.e., more than a few scattered wrapped samples) were removed from consideration. To differing degrees, values of all radar parameters vary with aspect of the biological scatterers relative to the position of the radar within a radar sweep [18, 36] . Bias in the distribution of bioscatterer aspects could lead to RF models becoming overfitted toward overrepresented aspects. To ensure relatively equal representation of aspects for a given scatterer (all but grebes, a special case described below), resolution volumes for each scatterer type were subsampled according to their distribution of aspects. Histograms of the values of the six radar variables for the seven types of scatterer (Eared Grebes excluded) can be found in Figure 1 . 
Development of Classification Models
We used a random forest (RF) ML algorithm [61, 62] to develop a variety of radar scatterer classification models. We used the R-package randomForest v4.6-10 running under R v3.0.2 [63] , and resulting models were based on terminal node sizes of 1 and 500 trees. RF as applied here is a supervised classification algorithm that provides information on the relative importance of features, used to predict membership among classes based on its ensemble approach to building decision trees. ML algorithms are sensitive to imbalance among their classes, so for all models we balanced sample size among classes by under-sampling instead of minority oversampling or some combination (e.g., Reference [64] ). Across all models except those involving grebes, we randomly under-sampled individual classes to a reference sample size, that of the smallest class size, specifically, purple martins (Table 1) . Learning curves suggested only modest increases in performance using larger sample sizes (e.g., Figure A2 ), at least within our datasets. 
We used a random forest (RF) ML algorithm [61, 62] to develop a variety of radar scatterer classification models. We used the R-package randomForest v4.6-10 running under R v3.0.2 [63] , and resulting models were based on terminal node sizes of 1 and 500 trees. RF as applied here is a supervised classification algorithm that provides information on the relative importance of features, used to predict membership among classes based on its ensemble approach to building decision trees. ML algorithms are sensitive to imbalance among their classes, so for all models we balanced sample size among classes by under-sampling instead of minority oversampling or some combination (e.g., Reference [64] ). Across all models except those involving grebes, we randomly under-sampled individual classes to a reference sample size, that of the smallest class size, specifically, purple martins (Table 1) . Learning curves suggested only modest increases in performance using larger sample sizes (e.g., Figure A2 ), at least within our datasets.
We generated numerous RF binary and multinomial models to address the objectives described above. The models varied primarily in their variable sets and degree to which they aggregated different bioscatterer types into a single class ( Table 2) . The most aggregated model combined all bioscatter classes listed above (again with the exception of grebes) into a "biological" class for discrimination from rain. Another set of models moderately aggregated bioscatter types into "vertebrates", which combined waterfowl, trans-gulf migrant birds, martins, and free-tailed bats, and "arthropods", which combined swarming and diurnal insects. Vertebrates and arthropods were discriminated from each other and precipitation in multinomial and binary models that included only a focal type (e.g., vertebrates) and "other". The largest collection of models focused on the discrimination of individual non-aggregated types (e.g., trans-gulf migrants, free-tailed bats), again as multinomial models that included all types, Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 545 5 of 31 or binary models that discriminated between a focal type and "other". Non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) based on model results was used to visualize similarities between non-aggregated types. For all aggregated classes in the above models (biological, vertebrates, arthropods, and "other") each of the underlying scatterer types that comprised these classes were randomly subsampled so as to be equally represented in the aggregated class, which itself did not exceed the reference sample size. Eared grebes represented a special case that allowed an examination of the influence of natural history on model performance. Samples came from a single radar (KMTX near Great Salt Lake, Utah) and nearly all the departure movements were confined to a corridor nearly due south of Great Salt Lake between the Stansbury and Oquirrh Mountain ranges. Occasionally, a second and parallel movement occurred through an adjacent valley to the west between the Stansbury and Cedar Mountains. Owing to their special characteristics, grebe class samples were not included in any of the aggregate classes described above. However, two binary grebe-centric models were developed that were similar to the above models that focused on individual non-aggregated types. Class sample sizes in these models were balanced based on the sample size of the grebe class (21,815 resolution volumes), and this Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 545 6 of 31 sample size was the basis for evenly sampling all other scatterer types in generating the "other" class. One grebe-specific model was based on the six radar variables common to most of the models described above; a second model added azimuth and range to the variable set ( Table 2) .
Evaluation of classification results was based on the standard output of RF models, consisting primarily of confusion matrices, classification errors, and feature importance indices (i.e., mean total decrease in node impurity for a variable) based on the bootstrapped out-of-bag resolution volumes, which comprised approximately one third of the overall training datasets. Classification errors (CE) showed the proportion of incorrect classifications. A general importance or gini index was used to show the relative importance of the variables that characterized a class and was calculated by measuring the total decrease in node impurities from splitting on the variable averaged over all trees.
Finally, we used examples of discretely occurring precipitation and biological data external to the model development process in two separate case studies to examine the effects of model aggregation, data retention, and scatterer mixing on the probability of class membership. RF is one of several machine-learning algorithms that generates these probabilities, in this case based on votes from all classification trees. We did this for models using all six radar variables and representing multiple levels of class aggregation, outlined in Table 2 ; specifically, and depending on the case, high (biological-precipitation), medium (vertebrates-arthropods-precipitation), and low (SWRM-ISCT-WRFL-TGMI-PUMA-FTBA-PRCP).
Results

Backscatter Values from Seven Types of Scatterer
The values of the six radar products used in developing the RF classification models reflected the phenotypes (morphology and behavior) of the scatterers that produced them. Histograms of the values of the six radar products for each type of scatterer examined in this study can be found in Figure 1 , and the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of each radar parameter for each class (excluding EAGR) can be found in Table A2 .
Reflectivity Factor
The histograms of reflectivity factor in Figure 1 and median values of these histograms in Table A2 overlapped to varying degrees for the seven types of scatterer, but the median value for precipitation was highest, followed by those for swarming insects and waterfowl. The histograms for trans-gulf migrants, purple martins, and free-tailed bats showed broad overlap, and the three median values were within 2 dB. The lowest median value for reflectivity factor was produced by broad-front movements of insects.
Radial Velocity
The median values of radial velocity tended to be close to zero because the inbound velocities (negative values) and outbound velocities (positive values) were similar. Although greatly influenced by the wind and air speed of the scatterer, the maximum inbound and outbound values of radial velocity were the greatest for waterfowl and trans-gulf migrants. Precipitation also had a wide range of values because of the velocity of the airmass containing the rain. The median value of broad-front insect movements was 6 msec −1 higher than that for swarming insects.
Spectrum Width
The median values of spectrum width for all types of scatterer ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 ms −1 , and the distribution of the values in the histograms was similar. As mentioned below, spectrum width had the lowest importance value for discrimination of scatterer type across all types.
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Differential Reflectivity
The histograms for differential reflectivity for swarming insects and insects moving on a broad front were shifted to high dB values (median values of 5.9 dB and 7.4 dB, respectively). The high count of highest values resulted from limiting the scale of values to 7 dB when higher values existed. The Z DR patterns of values for waterfowl, trans-gulf migrants, and purple martins were similar and showed a broader distribution of values (medians of 1.9 dB, 1.3 dB, and 1.0 dB, respectively). The range of histogram values for free-tailed bats was less broad than that for the bird scatterers and the median was shifted to a higher value (4.1 dB). The slight increase in the number of highest values of Z DR in the histograms for bats and martins and to a lesser extent, trans-gulf migrants, suggested that some resolution volumes possibly contained only insects. The values of differential reflectivity for precipitation clustered around zero dB, and the range of values was not as broad as those for vertebrates or insects.
Correlation Coefficient
For the correlation coefficients, the histogram values for precipitation were above 0.9 (median of 1), and the histogram values for swarming insects and broad-front insect movement were generally high (medians of 0.9 and 0.8, respectively), with some insect values approaching those for precipitation. The distribution of histogram values was similar for vertebrate scatterers, and the medians ranged from 0.6 for waterfowl to 0.8 for free-tailed bats.
Differential Phase
Histogram values of differential phase overlapped extensively for insects and birds, although medians were lower for insects (69.8 • and 66.6 • ) than those for birds (84.3 • 99.1 • , and 95.6 • ). Precipitation had a median value of 61.7 • , which was just a little lower than the median for insects moving on a broad front. The histogram values for free-tailed bats were higher than those for other types of scatterer, and the median value was 186.5 • . A cluster of high values in the histogram of differential phase for swarming insects could have been caused by some resolution volumes containing foraging birds. The patterns in the histograms of Figure 1 and the values for the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles in Table A2 illustrate the similarities and differences among the types of scatterer and provide some insight into the results that follow on aggregation of types of scatterer, classification confusion matrices, and importance values of radar products for scatterer identification.
Aggregation and Phenotype
Among binary RF models, those aggregating more biological types into a single class classified with greater accuracy than low-aggregation models. At the highest level of aggregation, "biological" and "precipitation" resolution volumes were classified with 98.7% and 97.8% accuracy, respectively (Table 3) . By comparison, classification performance of binary models decreased somewhat as broad biological types, arthropods and vertebrates, were separated and independently classified against all other types (identified as "other" in tables; Table 3 ). The tendency toward lower classification performance with decreased levels of aggregation continued with the non-aggregated types ( Table 4 ). An exception concerns one model trained specifically to distinguish a passerine-dominated group, trans-gulf migrants, from diurnal insects ( Table 4 , last model)-a discrimination of interest in many biological applications of radar. This model outperformed all other medium-and low-aggregation models. Table 3 . Classification results of binary RF models, each focused on a specific scatterer type at high and moderate levels of aggregation. Values are percent of the total out-of-bag samples assigned to that class. "Taxa" below refers to the corresponding focal class, vertebrates or arthropods, in their respective confusion matrices. Percent true positive classifications are highlighted and bold. "Other" is a class of resolution cells equally represented by the non-focal classes, i.e., the non-vertebrate classes and precipitation or the non-arthropod classes and precipitation. Interpretation of confusion matrices can be found in Figure A3 . Table 4 . Classification results of seven binary RF models, each focused on a specific scatterer type at the lowest level of aggregation. Values are percent of the total out-of-bag samples assigned to that class. "Taxa" refers to the corresponding focal class (e.g., ISCT, TGMI) in each confusion matrix. Percent true positive classifications are highlighted and bold. "Other" is a class of resolution cells equally represented by all non-focal classes. Not surprisingly, bioscatterers sharing similarities in phenotype tended to misclassify against one another more frequently than against more dissimilar types. The greatest degree of misclassification occurred among vertebrates (Table 5a) , which is to say they shared broad similarities in their radar metrics where goodness-of-fit in a multidimensional scaling representation of similarity in the confusion matrix, or stress, was 8.61 × 10 −3 (values ≤ 0.05 are considered good fits ( Figure 2 ); importance indices bore this out. More scatterers were misclassified as martins than any other type, i.e., martins had the highest median error contribution rate (Table 5a , bottom row).The three avian classes common to these models (martins, trans-gulf migrants, and waterfowl) exhibited general similarities in the relative importance of radar variables to their classification, perhaps most notably that none of the radar variables contributed disproportionately to classification ( Figure 3 ). Bats differed from the other vertebrates in that differential phase (Φ DP ) contributed substantially to their classification.
a. High Aggregation
Nonetheless, bats were most frequently misclassified as martins (Table 5a ). Although swarming insects were most commonly misclassified with diurnal insects, the diurnal insects in turn were most commonly misclassified as martins (although in neither case was the rate of misclassification high). Radar reflectivity (Z H ) weighed most heavily in both diurnal insect and martin classification, but an examination of Figure 1 suggests that broad-front movements of insects had lower values of reflectivity than swarming insects. Discrimination of arthropods and precipitation was strongly influenced by the importance of differential reflectivity (Z DR ) and correlation coefficient (ρ HV ), respectively. Table 3 ). Values shown indicate the importance of a variable in partitioning the data into the defined classes. Each of the six features is labeled and identified by a different color. The figure is divided into output from low-(left), moderate-(center), and high-(right) aggregation models. With the exception of the EAGR model, all binary models were based on identical sample sizes balanced between the two classes. The EAGR model was also balanced between the classes but based on fewer samples, so importance metrics for this model were scaled up proportionately based on those of the other binary models.
Radar Product Combinations
The availability of polarimetric data had a large influence on model classification performance. Among medium-aggregation models, the mean classification error rate among classes using only legacy variables was 27.6% (Table 6b ). Including polarimetric variables reduced the error rate to 5.6% (Table 6a ; and polarimetric variables alone classified with a 12.2% error rate, Table 6c ). The addition of polarimetric variables to models reduced classification error rates by 16.7% and 26.0% among vertebrates and arthropods, respectively, where differential reflectivity (ZDR) played an important role in discriminating arthropods from vertebrates Figures 1 and 3) . Although most radar variables proved valuable in discriminating among classes (Figure 3 ), spectrum width contributed least toward classification across all scatterers (Figures 1 and 3 ) and could likely be excluded from models with . Variable importance indices generated by separate binary RF models trained to distinguish between a focal biological class (shown) and a class that drew samples equitably from all remaining classes combined (the exception being results for the CA model which distinguished between vertebrates and arthropods; see Table 3 ). Values shown indicate the importance of a variable in partitioning the data into the defined classes. Each of the six features is labeled and identified by a different color. The figure is divided into output from low-(left), moderate-(center), and high-(right) aggregation models. With the exception of the EAGR model, all binary models were based on identical sample sizes balanced between the two classes. The EAGR model was also balanced between the classes but based on fewer samples, so importance metrics for this model were scaled up proportionately based on those of the other binary models.
The availability of polarimetric data had a large influence on model classification performance. Among medium-aggregation models, the mean classification error rate among classes using only legacy variables was 27.6% (Table 6b ). Including polarimetric variables reduced the error rate to 5.6% (Table 6a; and polarimetric variables alone classified with a 12.2% error rate, Table 6c ). The addition of polarimetric variables to models reduced classification error rates by 16.7% and 26.0% among vertebrates and arthropods, respectively, where differential reflectivity (Z DR ) played an important role in discriminating arthropods from vertebrates Figures 1 and 3) . Although most radar variables proved valuable in discriminating among classes (Figure 3 ), spectrum width contributed least toward classification across all scatterers (Figures 1 and 3 ) and could likely be excluded from models with little effect on classification performance. Among low-aggregation multinomial models, the mean classification error rate among classes using only legacy variables was 45.6% (Table 5b) . Including polarimetric variables reduced the mean error rate to 20.5% (Table 5a ; polarimetric variables alone classified with a 42.5% mean error rate, Table 5c ). Among biological classes, including polarimetric variables resulted in the greatest improvement in classification accuracy of martins and waterfowl, reducing error rates by 31.6% and 28.8%, respectively. Among models trained exclusively on polarimetric variables, error rates for four of the six biological classes were higher than for models trained exclusively on legacy variables. Classification of precipitation, and to a lesser degree of waterfowl and bats, improved with polarimetric variable models. The model variable set also had a large influence on the class with the highest false positive classification rate. The only broad pattern across all low-aggregation multinomial models was general confusion among vertebrates (Table 5a-c). This confusion was particularly acute for martins in the polarimetric variable model where the false positive rate for waterfowl (32.7%) exceeded the true positive rate for martins (27.7%); this was the only instance across all models in the study where a false positive rate exceeded a true positive rate, and was likely a side-effect of model complexity and the central place waterfowl occupy in the radar polarimetric variable space (see EC for waterfowl, Table 5c ). 
Natural History, Data Retention, and Mixed Scatterers
The distinctiveness of eared grebe departures from Great Salt Lake helped to ensure identification of their radar backscatter, but also introduced extreme bias in their radar scattering parameters. Grebe backscatter was characterized entirely by movement away from Salt Lake City, Utah radar (KMTX), and nearly all of those movements occupied a narrow range of azimuths (x ± SD = 180.8 • ± 4.7 • ) between 80 and 160 km from the radar. Given the well-defined movement corridor and speed of flight (x ± SD = 19.1 ± 6.2 ms −1 ) directly away from the radar, grebes classified against all other scatterers with high accuracy (97.5%), largely based on the overwhelming importance of radial velocity (Vr; Table 7a, Figure 3 ). Including range and azimuth along with the six radar variables in a binary model classifying grebes against other scatterers increased classification accuracy to 99.8% (Table 7b ). Range and azimuth were second and third most important to classification behind velocity. Table 7 . Classification results of EAGR binary RF models that differed by the addition of azimuth and range as spatially constraining variables. Values are percent of the total out-of-bag samples assigned to that class. Percent true positive classifications are highlighted and bold. "Other" is a class of resolution cells equally represented by all non-focal classes. The high true positive rate for grebe classification suggested the possibility of setting high classification probability thresholds while still retaining most of the resolution volumes of interest for further analysis. The results of our exploration of data retention with different probability thresholds in a case study using models tested against data excluded from model development are illustrated in Figure 4 . This figure shows a radar sweep containing mixed precipitation and biological data classified using three models that varied in aggregation. For each of these, data retained at each of three probability thresholds are shown and highlight the trade-off between the relatively high model performance associated with aggregating classes and bioscatter detail associated with multi-class models. With high aggregation, large proportions of data were retained even under high probability thresholds. By comparison, low-aggregation models that forced discrimination among more classes retained little biological data with high probability classification. Precipitation and arthropod/diurnal insect classification proved more resistant than vertebrate classification to the effects of lower levels of aggregation, again owing to the disproportionately high importance of correlation coefficient and differential reflectivity/reflectivity, respectively ( Figure 3 ).
EAGR
Scatterer types in the above case were largely spatially distinct from one another. However, in a second case study where precipitation and biological scatter occurred in close proximity, resolution volumes containing mixed scatterers influenced their classification. The high-aggregation model applied to these data showed exceptionally low retention of high probability resolution volumes where biological and meteorological scatterers met, which appear as white space in regions bordering precipitation in Figure 5 . A low-aggregation model applied to this same sweep showed that many of these presumably mixed resolution volumes were misclassified as waterfowl.
model performance associated with aggregating classes and bioscatter detail associated with multiclass models. With high aggregation, large proportions of data were retained even under high probability thresholds. By comparison, low-aggregation models that forced discrimination among more classes retained little biological data with high probability classification. Precipitation and arthropod/diurnal insect classification proved more resistant than vertebrate classification to the effects of lower levels of aggregation, again owing to the disproportionately high importance of correlation coefficient and differential reflectivity/reflectivity, respectively (Figure 3 ). Resolution volumes below these thresholds were dropped and are shown as white space. For each level of aggregation, the distribution of resolution volumes on the left represents three points along their respective curves to the right, as shown in blue for precipitation and in green, from top to bottom, for biological, vertebrates, and purple martins.
Scatterer types in the above case were largely spatially distinct from one another. However, in a second case study where precipitation and biological scatter occurred in close proximity, resolution Resolution volumes below these thresholds were dropped and are shown as white space. For each level of aggregation, the distribution of resolution volumes on the left represents three points along their respective curves to the right, as shown in blue for precipitation and in green, from top to bottom, for biological, vertebrates, and purple martins.
Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 498 13 of 30 volumes containing mixed scatterers influenced their classification. The high-aggregation model applied to these data showed exceptionally low retention of high probability resolution volumes where biological and meteorological scatterers met, which appear as white space in regions bordering precipitation in Figure 5 . A low-aggregation model applied to this same sweep showed that many of these presumably mixed resolution volumes were misclassified as waterfowl. . Resolution volumes below this threshold were dropped and are shown as white space, often bordering precipitation. Pixels that did not have velocity data were not classified by our models and are colored gray.
Discussion
Previous Studies
Rennie et al. [12] pointed out that the ultimate requirement of a classifier is to discriminate echoes by usefulness, rather than to accurately identify all echo types, since accurate identification of echo types using a single-polarization classifier is difficult. Prior to dual-polarimetry, some studies used information on the air speed of the scatterer for identification (e.g., birds have higher air speeds than insects) [9, 23, 24] , and other studies relied on knowledge of natural history (e.g., day-active in Figure 5 . Areas where scatterer types mixed within resolution volumes reduced the probability of class membership and/or led to misclassification. Data from a single 0.5 • elevation sweep on 9 May 2017 at 04:57 UT from the WSR-88D radar in Romeoville, IL (KLOT) classified according to two RF models built using high and low levels of aggregation. The panel of sweeps shows the distribution of resolution volumes at two different probabilistic classification thresholds, the majority classification, which depended on the number of classes (left), and those with probability of classification ≥0.95 (upper right; lower right intentionally left blank). Resolution volumes below this threshold were dropped and are shown as white space, often bordering precipitation. Pixels that did not have velocity data were not classified by our models and are colored gray.
Discussion
Previous Studies
Rennie et al. [12] pointed out that the ultimate requirement of a classifier is to discriminate echoes by usefulness, rather than to accurately identify all echo types, since accurate identification of echo types using a single-polarization classifier is difficult. Prior to dual-polarimetry, some studies used information on the air speed of the scatterer for identification (e.g., birds have higher air speeds than insects) [9, 23, 24] , and other studies relied on knowledge of natural history (e.g., day-active in summer or night-active during migration seasons) [19] . In some cases, two different types of radar were used to separate returns from birds and from insects [20, 65] .
Once dual-polarization was available, some investigators used one or more of the approaches mentioned above to identify the type of scatterer and to characterize the values of the polarimetric variables produced by that type of scatterer [36] . In most of the studies that have reported values of polarimetric variables from biological scatterers, the authors made assumptions about the identity of the type of scatterer before the analysis of the polarimetric data, but in a few cases the investigators knew the identity of the scatterer [66] or they knew about the departures of purple martins and other swallows from nighttime roosts [18, 51, 67, 68] and the exodus of free-tailed bats from their daytime roosts [18, 49, 51, 69] . In our study, we recorded legacy and polarimetric data from known biological scatterers and rain and generated histograms of values (Figure 1 ) for each type of scatterer. The values were similar to those reported previously for purple martins, insects, and rain [18] and the polarimetric values reported in additional studies devoted to the classification of different types of scatterer (Tables A3-A5 ).
Aggregation, Variable Importance, and Phenotype
We included models that varied in the degree to which they aggregated biological scatterers into a single class in a manner consistent with the kinds of analyses currently conducted and with a view toward future applications. Not surprisingly, model classification accuracy tended to increase with the degree of aggregation and variable importance changed with the level of aggregation and scatterer type. At the highest level of aggregation, binary models that discriminated between biological and meteorological scatterers were among our best performing, primarily owing to differences in correlation coefficient, with differential reflectivity, reflectivity, and differential phase playing a lesser but likely meaningful role. Our measures of correlation coefficient for different scatterers were broadly consistent with those of other studies (Table A2) , and there is general agreement in the literature that correlation coefficient is especially useful for discriminating between biological and meteorological scatterers. Among medium-aggregation models, differential reflectivity was most important for separating arthropods from vertebrates (see previously reported values of differential reflectivity in Table A3 ), and differential phase was most important for separating vertebrates from arthropods (see previously reported values of differential phase in Table A5 ). These findings are generally supportive of those reported by Zrnić and Ryzhkov [36] , and several subsequent studies by other investigators have used these findings as a basis for identifying polarimetric returns from birds and insects (e.g., References [42, 70] ). Generally, classification accuracy among the least aggregated binary models was slightly lower and more variable, primarily owing to the inclusion of more types similar to the focal type in the "other" class against which focal types were discriminated. Variable importance depended highly on the focal type. The high performance of some low-aggregation models tended to be associated, with specific radar metrics playing a disproportionately large role in their classification. That discrimination between meteorological and biological scatterers, and more specifically between vertebrate and arthropod bioscatter, is nearly a prerequisite for functional radar aeroecology speaks to the importance of these two variables in future biological applications of polarimetric radar.
Both physical and behavioral aspects of flying animals are relevant to their distinctiveness from one another as radar scatterers. This paper focused on differences in radar parameter space at the level of the resolution volume, so variation in behavior among scatterers was not considered directly in most cases but nonetheless may have manifested indirectly in the discrimination, e.g., with respect to radial velocity. Differences in the aspect ratios of scatterers strongly influence their polarimetry values [18, 44, 45, 51, 71] and allow for their partial discrimination. Aspects of the animal with respect to the radar may be the single greatest source of variation in backscatter values. Values of the polarimetric variables and reflectivity are sensitive to the cross-sectional area and shape of the scatterer [18] , specifically the aspect ratio of the lateral to the rostral/caudal area as presented to the radar. Meteorological and biological scatterers occupy different places along the continuum of aspect ratios from oblate to prolate to extreme prolate spheroids for precipitation, vertebrate, and (with exceptions) arthropod scatterers, respectively. Depending on the metric, the bilateral symmetry or asymmetry through 360 • of weather radar data often characteristic of flying animals likely results from a combination of factors including degree of shared orientation, variation in pitch during flight (which introduces tri-axial aspect dependence), and the so-called STAR approach to polarimetry characteristic of the WSR-88D [44] . Differences in aspect effects were most clearly evident in the values of backscatter of differential reflectivity among vertebrates, arthropods, and precipitation. Among vertebrate scatterers, differences in aspect ratio become more subtle, likely forcing refined methods of discrimination to rely more heavily on behavior and other aspects of natural history. Even then, a sufficient radar and natural history parameter space may not always exist between groups of animals to allow for their reliable discrimination.
In our low-aggregation multinomial model, martins were responsible for more classification error than any other class, presumably because this species sits at a morphological and behavioral intersection with other vertebrates which comprise four of the seven classes considered. The trans-gulf migrant class contains a mixture of different types of birds (e.g., passerines, shorebirds, herons and egrets, and waterfowl) flying individually or in flocks [55] , and the values of the radar variables for trans-gulf migrants and other bird class types (martins, waterfowl) showed considerable overlap (Figure 1 ). Purple martin, trans-gulf migrant, and free-tailed bat bodies overlap in size and shape, and martins and free-tailed bats share similarities in behavior as resolution volumes used in classification for both species were drawn from roost departures. In the context of this study, removing martins from models should have the greatest impact in reducing classification error, even in many binary classifications where the "other" category includes martin samples.
Free-tailed bats emerge from daytime roosts in a meandering stream [49, 69] and, consequently, the echo pattern on radar is not always in the shape of an annulus, as it tends to be with martins. We found that the differential phase was most important in distinguishing free-tailed bats from other types of scatterers. Phase values associated with bats exceeded 100 • , and the values did not appear to vary consistently as a function of flight direction, as was the case for the departure of martins from overnight roosts. For some colonies, bats flying away from the radar had lower phase values than those flying in other directions, but not all roost departures exhibited this pattern. It is unclear why bats exhibited higher differential phase values than other vertebrate bioscatterers. Systematic bias associated with individual radars seems unlikely, since the bat data used in model training and testing originated from five different radars. Bats may differ phenotypically from other aerial vertebrates dielectrically (e.g., internal anatomy, a membranous patagia) and behaviorally (e.g., possibly greater diversity of orientations within a resolution volume) in ways that meaningfully influence phase, but how that biology might interact with differentially polarized energy to influence phase is unknown and an area that requires further study [72] .
Natural History
Use of natural history (e.g., geographic range, altitude, time of year, time of day, flight behavior, and any number of correlated predictors) to constrain models should considerably increase classification performance under most circumstances. Contemporary natural history data and information are now available through a variety of sources including eBird [73] , running updates on species accounts [74, 75] , and wildlife management agencies [76] . A thorough assessment of the influence of incorporating natural history into classification models was beyond the scope of this paper, although the known migratory departures of eared grebes southward out of Great Salt Lake, Utah offered a simple case study [60] . Grebe backscatter violated a number of criteria required for their inclusion in other models (e.g., single radar, narrow range of azimuths), but such bias can be harnessed to build models designed to detect specific events or phenomena with high accuracy, and as a result their radar characterization could be narrowly specified, which improved classification performance. A grebe binomial model trained based on all radar variables plus azimuth and range to capture some spatial natural history (this was the closest any model came to capturing spatial patterns) showed excellent classification performance locally but at the cost of generalization, for example by severely penalizing the detection of grebes in other regions of the sweep. As with multinomial versus binary models, there was likely a trade-off between model performance and generality.
Where the natural history of flying animals is well established, numerous opportunities exist to develop narrowly trained classification models as event detectors; for example, waterfowl departing known lakes and reservoirs [47] or martins, swallows, and bats departing traditional roosts [49, 67, 77] . Exceptionally high performing models may be able to screen for uncommon or rare events, e.g., occurrence of a taxon in an unusual geographic location or at an unlikely time. Such narrowly specified yet highly reliable models allow automated enumeration of animal abundance and density, especially since considerably fewer assumptions or less guesswork are involved in estimating radar cross-sections. Such a capability would in turn enable near real-time biological monitoring of events that have high economic or human safety considerations (e.g., informing smart curtailment with wind energy, flight safety).
Data Retention
In our case study, two trade-offs emerged that influenced data retention. First, as the threshold probability of a given classification increased, fewer data met that threshold and the proportion of data retained decreased. Second, the models that discriminated among fewer classes and/or aggregated similar types into more inclusive classes retained more data at higher probability thresholds (models like these are also more likely to be used in real-world applications). Radar applications must balance this three-way compromise between model complexity, acceptable probability of classification, and proportion of data retained. There seems to be a tendency among weather radar studies to favor data retention over other considerations, in part due to the inherently appealing comprehensiveness of radar datasets. High data retention is justified where the signal of interest overwhelms classification error rates and may be necessary for certain applications, e.g., for example, those that rely on absolute abundance measures. However, many applications of such models can acknowledge the inevitable imperfections of machine learning's ability to classify scatterers by accepting lower data retention thresholds in favor of greater certainty about the identity of the scatterer and still retain sufficient data for further analyses.
Consider from our first case study ( Figure 4 ) the medium-aggregation model applied to novel data wherein >35% of data classified as vertebrate were retained at a ≥95% threshold probability of classification. The vertebrates were martins departing a roost and, at this probability of classification, samples from all directions of departure were retained, enabling quantification of relative abundance (e.g., across sweeps; between days, years), speed and direction, orientation, estimation of roost location, and so on, but with the benefit of reduced contamination from non-focal scatterers, in this case, presumed insects. (Although the insect classification in this example could not be independently confirmed, values for the resolution volumes were consistent with those of insects.)
Methodological Considerations
Recognizing that the goal of this paper was to examine differences among bioscatterers in their radar parameter space, the methods adopted here represent a rudimentary approach to bioscatter classification that in most cases does not rely on classification of scatterers beyond the out-of-bag samples. More fully developed methods of bioscatter classification with the goal of addressing specific biological questions will build more comprehensive training datasets through use of natural history and direct corroboration of scatterers and apply state-of-the-art approaches to machine learning (e.g., References [14] [15] [16] ).
Training Data and Validation
Our efforts represent a best attempt based on the literature, knowledge of natural history, and secondary sources to identify training data with minimal clutter from non-focal scatterers. Ultimately, the quality of classification models stands on the quality of their training data, and to that end, our approach can be improved. The highest standard for such data would be independent verification through concurrently gathered remotely sensed data using complementary methods (e.g., portable radar, thermal imaging, and aerial insect netting) or some other form of confirmation that can reliably distinguish scatterer types. There is a dearth of such data, especially contemporaneous with the advent of polarimetry in weather radar.
The benefits of strong training data increase when the discrimination problem is subtle or poorly understood, or where the consequences of being wrong are high. Applications associated with flight safety or wind turbine curtailment are unlikely to tolerate high false positive/false negative rates. Flight safety in relation to flying animals is generally a large-bird problem. The results in this paper showed that waterfowl overlap considerably with other vertebrates in their radar parameter space, suggesting improved discrimination will rely more heavily on better algorithms likely informed by natural history and more nuanced training data. Weather radar-informed wind turbine curtailment to reduce impacts to flying animals carries an economic cost associated with higher turbine cut-in speeds [78] . Radar-based methods that govern such operations must reliably index the presence of the vertebrate of interest, which may in part turn on the quality of training data when resolution volumes routinely contain mixed vertebrate-arthropod scatterers (see below for further consideration of mixed scatterers).
Errors in Assignment and Classification
From the outset, it was unlikely that such a narrow parametric specification for bioscatterers would suffice for high probability discrimination among similar biological types. Still, such an approach offers the benefit of divorcing the resolution volume from the context of the broader movement patterns which are often not maintained as a movement develops. This is a key challenge facing some spatial-pattern-based discrimination algorithms. Animal movement-even when captured within a single resolution volume-is likely most organized during its early stages. For example, departures of roosting species show structure that dissolves as animals arrive in their feeding spaces. For this reason, bias in supervised classification, including that presented here, may emerge if training datasets are developed from bioscatterers identified by their echo patterns during distinct phases of movement that are most recognizable by experts.
Another source of classification error arises from radar-system-specific variability. Operational settings such as radar wavelengths and values of the initial system differential phase often differ slightly from location to location [18] , and these differences impact the values of radar moments used in training. Although properties such as wavelength are fixed for a given radar, the radar's operating mode is not and can be adjusted depending on weather conditions. Modes of operation that favor rapid updates in support of severe weather monitoring adjust data collection (with respect to, for example, antenna rotation and pulse length) in ways that reduce radar sensitivity. Importance measures of radar metrics show that classification of non-swarming insects depends strongly on radar reflectivity particularly because its values are skewed toward weak echoes for this class. Loss of weak echoes therefore has a disproportionately negative impact on arthropod discrimination and associated quantification. Vertebrate echoes are also impacted but to a lesser degree (R. Diehl, pers. obs.).
In addition, biological scatterers often present as non-beam filling, a key assumption in many quantitative radar biological and meteorological applications. Consider flocking waterbirds. Location within the beam is unknown, as are the positions of the animals relative to each other and relative to the radar's view. Through successive sweeps, the same flock of waterbirds flying in row or v-formation presents to the radar in a range of orientations that may cause birds to be variously obscured or electromagnetically interacting with each other relative to incoming pulses, resulting in scattering properties that are extremely difficult to predict. Moreover, it is not unreasonable for a single resolution volume to contain varying combinations of Rayleigh, Mie, and optical scatterers (e.g., insects, songbirds, geese-see below). Other confounding (and interacting) factors that influence radar measures include possible variation in pitch angle between types of flying animals, variable Mie scattering properties associated with horizontal versus vertical polarization, uncertainty about dielectric constants associated with diverse tissues, and, not least, aspect effects of the scatterer (see below). Collectively, these and still other factors contribute to a din of uncertainty that will continue to complicate the discrimination of scatterers.
Mixed Scatterers
In developing our training datasets, we attempted to avoid resolution volumes containing mixed scatterer types, but such mixing is common and some degree of cross-contamination from non-focal scatterers in our data was inevitable. The radar parameter values of mixed scatterer volumes presumably integrate qualities of the different types and, depending on the types and degree of mixing, should classify with low probability, allowing easy rejection of these data. This is likely why data retention was low at a ≥95% probability of classification in the boundary areas between precipitation and bird movement in our second case study (Figure 4 ). Many of these samples reverted to classification as waterfowl in our low-aggregation majority classification (we assume erroneously, given time of year and biased distribution, i.e., location with respect to precipitation). This may have been the result of waterfowl occupying a radar parameter space between migrating songbirds and precipitation, as exemplified in our MDS. The possibility of such uncertainty in interpretation complicates the use of multinomial classification models. In this paper, low-aggregation multinomial models served a diagnostic role in understanding errors in classification among types of scatterers. Moreover, the classes in these models often do not co-occur for reasons of natural history, so such models are unlikely to find much application where classification performance matters.
One of the most common occurrences of scatterer types mixing within resolution volumes concerns vertebrates, usually birds, and arthropods. We attempted to minimize the presence of arthropods in small-bird training data by selecting samples from migration events over the Gulf of Mexico on the assumption that arthropod movement arriving from over the Gulf is limited. Like any form of noise, the relevance of arthropods as clutter should be balanced against the magnitude of the signal one is trying to detect, assuming this can be known. Many vertebrates are Mie and optical scatterers at S-band (the wavelength of weather radars in the US), and therefore often account for most radar reflectivity when co-occurring with arthropods, which are much weaker Rayleigh scatterers [18] . Arthropods may introduce little meaningful radar clutter in most vertebrate studies, although this will vary with timing and location, and the magnitude of arthropod clutter in mixed resolution volumes is not well known. When the impact of a non-focal taxon on classification of resolution volumes is known to be minor or inconsequential to the question at hand, classification performance may be improved by purposefully training on resolution volumes containing mixed bioscatterers. Our trans-gulf migrant class is an example of this. Small birds likely dominated the class, but it included a wide range of shorebirds and other larger waterbirds.
Despite their presence as weaker echoes in radar data, arthropods often far outnumber vertebrates. Understanding more about arthropod contributions to these mixed resolution volumes may be critical to studies that focus on arthropods and their role in aeroecology. Such discrimination would require careful parsing of mixed resolution volumes for the arthropod contribution, which would rely on training data associated with the known proportional contribution of vertebrates and arthropods to resolution volumes. Efforts to identify the types of scatterers and their proportions in resolution volumes may require different types of radar and remote sensing [20, 23, [79] [80] [81] [82] . Bachmann and Zrnic [40] used polarimetric spectral densities to estimate the mixed content of resolution volumes. Their procedure requires access to low-level radar data that is not typically archived for use by researchers, but select access to such data may serve as a method for building training data sets or otherwise validating classification models focused on finer discrimination between songbirds and arthropods in mixed resolution volumes. The Bachmann and Zrnic [40] method might also be applied to other common mixtures of biological scatterers.
Radar Variable Combinations
Differences in performance of classification models built from full radar variable sets, legacy variables, and polarimetry variables are relevant to the kinds of questions that may be asked of these data. Decadal datasets are required to assess climate, land use, or other medium-or long-term changes that may impact aerofauna. The addition of polarimetry to the WSR-88D was completed in 2013 and, as of this writing, only a few studies have used polarimetric data to develop algorithms that can filter rain from legacy non-polarimetric data for use in studies of long-term changes in bird migration [15, 16] or to find features such as martin and swallow roosts [68] . Inclusion of polarimetry variables allows the shapes of scatterers to play a much greater role in their discrimination, thereby considerably reducing classification error rates among all scatterer types. Lin et al. [14] overcame the constraints of polarimetry's brief history by relying on the relationship between high correlation coefficients and precipitation to develop large training datasets that helped to build general but reliable bioscatter classification models based only on historic three-moment data.
The radar variable set used during our model construction strongly influenced classification performance. The strong influence of correlation coefficient on precipitation classification increased the influence of polarimetric variables on classification performance overall, an effect that was more pronounced in more highly aggregated models where the precipitation class comprised a greater proportion of classifications. For medium-aggregation models (vertebrates, insects, and rain), we found the classification error rate among classes using only legacy variables was 27.6%, and when polarimetric variables were included, the error rate declined to a mean of 5.6%. Radhakrishna et al. [83] also demonstrated improved classification performance of fuzzy logic algorithms that discriminated precipitation from migrating birds by including dual-polarimetric variables. They examined two independent events, one consisting of precipitation without birds and the other with only birds. The misclassifications were 10.12% and 9.6%, respectively, for the non-polarimetric algorithm, and 1.99% and 0.92% for the polarimetric algorithm. Accurate classification of arthropods and precipitation relied more on polarimetry variables than that of vertebrates, but all groups benefitted. This complicates discriminating arthropods from vertebrates in biological datasets that predate the deployment of polarimetry.
Conclusions
In this study, we examined how well combinations of values of non-polarimetric and polarimetric return distinguished among known biological and rain scatterers. Our results identified how different forms of bioscatter varied from one another in their six-variable radar parameter space. We found the greatest distinction between meteorological and biological scatterers, and within biological scatterers, between arthropods and vertebrates. We suggest that data on validated scatterer identity, density, and body orientation with respect to the radar; spatial patterns of echo return; and natural history will advance approaches to bioscatter classification. The resulting future algorithms will enable the application of data from weather surveillance radar to assist in improving flight safety [67, 84] , monitoring the movements of agricultural pest and disease vectors [85] , making informed conservation decisions [86, 87] , and providing the public with information that will enhance wildlife viewing opportunities [88] .
It is extremely challenging to know the scattering properties of flying animals. They are comprised externally of chiton, feathers, fur, or flesh and contain anatomically complex hard and soft tissues arranged in an enormous variety of body shapes and sizes that are not radially symmetric. Animal shape interacts with body orientation and pitch angle to present a highly variable and dynamic surface to incoming radar pulses. As discussed above, there exists a long list of unaccounted factors that influence radar measurement. Taken together, these sources of variation would result in radar parameterizations that have a large number of possible overlapping valuations that likely place limits on certain forms of quantification.
Even as we overcome challenges to use current weather radar platforms, successors to these systems are being planned [89, 90] . What are the implications for future weather radar platforms-probably phased-array radar-for studies of flying animals? To what extent is the research we are conducting now on biological scatterers weather-radar-platform-specific? Will proposed weather-surveillance radar systems advance or retard our ability to study flying animals? Are biological considerations part of the discussion in the design of future weather radar platforms, and are current biological applications of weather radar helping our own relevancy in that discussion? Although unlikely, should existing weather radar systems persist in support of biological data collection and continuity despite the adoption of new technologies for meteorological purposes? Table A2 . Median, 25th and 75th percentiles of each radar parameter for each class (excluding EAGR). Values correspond to distributions in Figure 1 . 7  Table A3 . Examples of correlation coefficient values for different types of scatterers.
Correlation Coefficient Type Value Reference
Pure rain and dry hail >0.98 [27] Wet hail <0.95 [27] Very large hail <0.85 [27] Weather >0.8 [91] Light to moderate rain >0.99 [91] Heavy Rain >0.97 [91] Non-meteorological Free-tailed Bats 0.5 to 0.7 [51] 
